
 Visualizing refers to our ability to create pictures in our heads based on text we read or 

words we hear. It is one of many skills that makes reading comprehension possible.  Visualization helps 

readers engage in text in ways that make it memorable and personable. When students create pictures 

in their minds, they become more involved with the text. Visualization stimulates the imagination, en-

hances involvement with the text, and improves mental imagery.  

All thought depends upon the image...Ferdinand de Saussure, Linguist  

 Visualizing brings joy to reading. We create pictures in our minds that belong only to us. Help-

ing our students turn text into images is a critical step into making them better readers, not only of 

literary text, but of informational text in content areas such as science, social studies, and even math. 

  

Sketch to Stretch 

 One strategy teachers can use to help students visualize what they are reading is Sketch to 

Stretch. In a Sketch to Stretch, students simply draw a quick sketch of what they see in their minds as they 

read a section of text. Students will eventually be asked to share and discuss their sketches with shoul-

der and table partners. The process should be modeled for students before they begin on their own. For 

example, the teacher could read a short text and demonstrate his own sketch for the students, allowing 

them to ask questions about the drawing, etc.  Sketch to Stretch directions are linked to Inside 

this Issue.  (*Sketch to Stretch can also be used with vocabulary words.) 

  Students use visualizing when they make inferences about text, when they make predictions 

about text, and when they connect with text. Whether it is visualizing a fraction, imagining “democracy,”  

or being able to conjure up a mental picture of the written or spoken word, being able to “see what 

they read” is critical to students’ literacy development.  

Can You Picture This? 

Spotlight on Excellence 

 First grade academy was held at Heritage Elementary this week and we caught some great lessons 

going on in the third grade pod. Brandy Thomas’s students were engaged in an ERT (Everyone Read To...find 

or figure out) using their Kagan Mats. These guided reading activities make great purposes for reading. In Kris-

ty Thompson’s math class, students were working together using the Kagan structure, Fan ‘n Pick. The chil-

dren were ready to explain their math work to one another and were eager to participate. Thanks, Heritage, 

for a great visit!   
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http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/guided-comprehension-visualizing-using-229.html?tab=4
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/blog-posts/danielle-mahoney/visualize-teaching-readers-to-create-pictures-in-their-minds/
http://www.readingrockets.org/booklists/our-favorite-wordless-picture-books
http://www.readingrockets.org/booklists/our-favorite-wordless-picture-books
https://www.edutopia.org/article/power-visualization-math
https://www.edutopia.org/article/power-visualization-math
https://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/profdev/profdev094.shtml
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1heYY2yIgYkmdJW5_bIMwrhGpSj_EWUr3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1heYY2yIgYkmdJW5_bIMwrhGpSj_EWUr3/view

